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WhAt is PAneL BAse technoLogy?
by Dave Barlow

The world of synthetic turf has changed dramatically since its introduction 
well over 40 years ago.  It seems as though every month there are new 
companies entering the market with better products that make the 
turf look more realistic and play more like natural grass.  The 
goal of many turf manufacturers is to replicate that which 
Mother Nature has perfected, allowing athletes all the comforts 
of natural grass without the extensive maintenance for facility operators.

Despite all the changes that have 
occurred over the last several years 

in turf fibers, production methods and 
infill materials, very little has been done 
to alter the methodologies in which turf is 
installed.  It is safe to say that, for many 
synthetic turf installers, the methods 
used back in the 70s and 80s are still 
considered the best the industry has to 
offer.  The synthetic turf industry has relied 
on extensive excavation of an existing plot 
of land, removing of soils, and replacing 
that void with a variety of grades of stone 
in order to create good drainage and a 
stable base.  For unstable foundations, 
depositing rock may be the best answer.  
Indoors, many successful installations 
have occurred on concrete, asphalt and 
compacted stone.

For many locations, existing earth needs 
to be hauled away and replacement stone 
brought in by truck.  In some cities and 
towns, obtaining and transporting the 
materials necessary for creating such 

a foundation makes sense economically, 
although the labor associated with such 
construction can be intense.  In other 
regions, however, stone can be very 
expensive or perhaps not even available.  
Many potential locations are completely 
ignored due to lack of accessibility or to 
weight restrictions that heavy stone will 
violate.

Recently, there has been a surge in 
products that are designed to replace 
rock and gravel construction in an effort 
to create faster, easier installations while 
providing superior drainage and playability.  
USIndoor member UltraBaseSystems™ 
and its brand, Tour Links®, offers the 
synthetic turf industry panel base systems, 
another option to traditional rock and 
gravel construction methods.

Traditional rock and gravel techniques will 
not work when installing a synthetic turf 
field on a rooftop or in an existing indoor 
structure that does not have access to 

large earthmoving 
equipment such as 
dump trucks.  On a 
rooftop, weight is a major factor.  The 
weight  difference between a stone base 
and a panel base is dramatic.  In many 
cases, architects or engineers will not 
allow a rock base to be constructed in 
such a location due to risk of collapse.  
Because of this, rooftops and upper level 
interior spaces have often times been 
ignored as potential locations for athletic 
fields or putting greens.

Panel base technology has allowed for the 
installation of synthetic turf fields virtually 
anywhere.  Panels average less than one 
pound per square foot yet are capable of 
supporting over 1000 pounds per square 
foot.

If building a stone or concrete base in an 
interior or rooftop space is an acceptable 
option for the engineers, stone and rock 
must be brought to the site via dump 
trucks.  Thus begins the work of spreading 
the aggregate evenly throughout the area 
in order to create a smooth, even base for 
the turf.  When building putting greens, 
creating contours in stone or concrete is 
very difficult and requires a true craftsman 
to simulate the brakes one would expect to 
find on a natural grass putting green.  The 
process typically is done in multiple steps, 
where the stone is deposited and moved 
into position with heavy equipment and 
then rolled to a high level of compaction 
in order to create stability underfoot.  
Once compaction has been achieved, the 
installers carefully rake the area smooth 
to create a surface void of all footprints 
or ripples.  Many installers will deposit 

a fine grade of stone dust on top of 
the aggregate to create the smoothest 
base possible.  In the hands of a skilled 
technician, a stone base is a true work 
of art.

Installation of a structural panel base 
requires far less labor.  Individual panels 
can be carried up a flight of stairs or 
onto an elevator.  At 5.4 square feet 
each, these panels are easy to carry 
and move to the job site.  There may 
be a need for some repair work on the 
existing floor, but panel base technicians 
have discovered and perfected many 
labor saving techniques to make easy 
work of such a situation.  A typical panel 
base can be installed at a rate of about 
15,000 square feet in a six-hour period 
with a dozen unskilled laborers and few 
installers.  This is documented in a recent 
installation where a group of students and 
faculty assisted an installation crew and 
assembled an entire 15,000 square-foot 
base in less than five hours.

For putting greens, the Tour Links 
Styrofoam contouring system makes easy 
work of creating perfect topography, ready 
for panels to be installed on top to follow 
the smooth lines of the contours.  What 
may take hours to create in stone can be 
completed in minutes with new state-of-
the-art technology.

With panel base technology, the precision-
molded panel creates a near perfect 
surface and, when panels are interlocked, 
they create a smooth base for the turf, 
resulting in a great ball roll or ball bounce.  
Due to the speed at which the panels 
can be installed, the turf crew can follow 
directly behind the first rows of paneling, 
keeping the project rolling at a fast pace.

As in all installations, the playability of 
the synthetic turf surface is top priority. 
Perhaps one of the biggest advantages 
of panel base technology is the result of 
thousands of patented barbs molded into 
every panel.  These barbs prevent turf 

from slipping and sliding without the use of 
glue.  Also, the polymeric materials used 
in the production of panels can be altered, 
creating a variety of feel underfoot.  
This ability to alter materials during 
manufacturing allows the project manager 
to engineer the playing surface not only 
by altering the turf pile height and infill 
amounts, but by choosing a panel base 
blend that best suits the particular project.

For example, if a customer is in need of a 
non-filled turf that will not slide on the base 
and may need to be removed periodically, 
then the selection of a panel base that 
is more resilient may be preferred to a 
polymeric blend that is stiffer and more 
appropriate for use with infill turf.  The 
base and turf work together.

In rock base construction, the feel of the 
turf will most likely be dictated by the turf 
pile height and the amount of infill that is 
used.  A softer play surface requires more 
infill, a harder one, less.

Due to the modular nature of a panel 
system, a customer never loses his or 
her investment, as the entire system can 
be disassembled and moved to a new 
location—not a reasonable option with 
concrete or stone.

Much of the industry has come to rely 
on rock and gravel base construction 
as the accepted technique for building 
playgrounds, sports fields and putting 
greens, and this technique has served 
the industry well.  However, the industry 
changes as it grows.  Inevitably, the 
technology used to create panel base 
systems will play a larger role in this 
ever-growing global market.  In the end, 
whichever construction method you 
choose, the goal should be a safe and 
realistic playing area that has the desired 
effect for your facility as well as those who 
play there.

To learn more about panel base systems, 
visit www.ultrabasesystems.com and 
www.tourlinks.net.

Jobs

New Indoor Multi-Sport Complex in 
Hartford CT – In search of trainers, 
referees, instructors, part-time 
staff and managers. Send resume to 
administration@sportadvisory.com. 
(286)

Director of Operations, Kroc Center 
(NEW), South Bend, IN – 
With responsibility over all program 
department heads, including Education 
& Family Enrichment, Recreation/
Sports/Fitness, Aquatics, and the Arts. 
Works with the Operations Director 
in setting priority and program plans 
and making recommendations for 
facility and equipment procurement. 
Responsible for quality control for 
the entire Center. Send resume to 
administration@sportadvisory.com. 
(289)

Sports Facility Management Consultant 
in Training, Clearwater, FL – The 
Sports Facilities Advisory is hiring 
experienced sports facility managers, 
who wish to become sports facility 
management consultants. Qualified 
candidates must have five years of 
sports facility management experience. 
Send resume to administration@
sportadvisory.com, No phone calls 
please. (287)

Sports Business Analyst – The Sports 
Facilities Advisory is hiring sports 
business analysts. This role supports 
our business plan, feasibility study and 
operations plan teams. Candidates 
must have extensive sports facility 
budgeting and financial management 
experience. Send resumes to 
administration@sportadvisory.com. 
No phone calls please. (283)

Sales Manager – Send cover letter and 
resume to USIndoor, if interested in 
working for any of USIndoor’s strategic 
partners. (014)


